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Introduction
In general, 3D scanning is a growing field of
application between wide ranges of 3D
technologies. This technology is suitable for
complicated geometries that require a high
degree of precision. This precision
technology generates highly accurate and
quick results, as it uses a laser beam for
capturing digital information about the shape
of any physical object. The technology is
widely used in different industrial sectors,
such as architecture, healthcare,
manufacturing, aerospace and power
generation. With continuing progress in this
technology, the demand has risen for the 3D
scanners and other 3D scanning applications.
There are a lot of services that can be
obtained from the 3D scanner i.e. One of the
services that the 3d scanner provides is
creating 2Dpaper drawings from the 3Dscan
data. It needs experienced engineers and
special draftsmen who can create 2D
drawings by using the resulting data that will
be obtained from the 3D scan data.
Some Application of the 3D scanner are :
• Medical :
1) Dental Scanning
2) Face & Body Scanning
• Manufacturing :
1) Revers Engineering
2) Quality Inspection

Methods
We insert the object in the platform then we
aim the leaser pointer that produce a vertical
line to the object and turn all other light,
with WEB cam that we set it in an angle
grater the 30 degree (without an angle the
camera will see an almost straight line) we
record a video of the object wile it take a
hall rotation then divide the video to certain
number of pictures to be processed.

Using Mat lab program will locate
the laser line and process it for every
picture. After that we add the output
of every picture to one matrix that we
can represent it in 3 Dimension

Equipment Needed
1. Platform that rotate 360 degrees to set
the scanned object on it.
2. A digital video camera or a digital still
camera that can capture short video.
3. A line laser with an optic, to generate a
laser line instead of a point.
4. A personal computer with Mat lab
software.
5. Calibration Sheet is perhaps the most
important part of setting up a 3D
scanner. A good calibration is the key
prerequisite for capturing accurate 3D
scan data.
6. An open-source program Virtual Dub
Mod to convert .avi files into image
sequences for processing.
7. An open-source program Mat Lab to
do all image processing

Project Cost
Fill the Z matrix of the size (video
Height, number of Frames) with the
numbers from one up to the video
height for all the columns for example
in our case 1080. To find X and Y
matrices we need to use the sine and
cosine because of the rotation and
to circulate the frame. For the X we use
the cosine and use the sine for Y. Then,
we need to define a factor that is equal
to (2*pi/Number of frames) and
multiply it by the frame, do this for all
the frames. After that, use the function
surfl to connect the points of each
element of X, Y and Z we found. This
will connect the frames and the points
to plot the object that we scanned.

Part

Manufacturer

Cost
/SR

HD Web Cam

Microsoft

150

Level mini laser

Apollo

45

Turntable

FoshanShundeHengxing

27

Synchronous Motor

Micro-motor Co., Ltd.

Wood & Glass

N/A

50

Total

272
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Procedures
The experiment must be done in a dark
place. Connect the web cam to the laptop
and set it in front of the platform. A
calibration sheet must be set on the platform
and capture a picture of it. We need the
calibration sheet to set the axes for the
frames of the video that we will record.
Then, use the code of the rectification to
rectify the captured image of the calibration
sheet. After that, set the diode laser with an
angle of 20-25 degree in accordance with
the web cam that is pointing to the object
that we will scan it. Put the object that we
want to scan on the center of rotation of the
platform. Record a video of a complete
rotation via the webcam and use the code of
reading the video to read the video we
recorded and divide it into frames and save
them in a matrix. After that, for each frame
use the code of detecting the laser beam to
detect the laser line of each image and save
all of them in a vector. The process of
finding the laser beam must be done and
compared in accordance with the axes of the
rectified calibration sheet that we found in
the beginning. After that, divide the vector
into three matrices call them X, Y, and Z.

Image
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Conclusion
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